JHS Class of 1962 Reunion Meeting
Minutes
March 19, 2012

Shery Stovall presided over the meeting.
Following the Agenda:
Friday Morning Golf at Jackson Country Club; Billy Mac Graves, Chairman.
There appears no change with this event.
Friday Evening social at Coyote Blues; Patsy Brockenbrough, Chairman.
There appears no change with this event. It was discussed that the
restaurant would set up round tables and Patsy will be doing taste tests
with the restaurant to refine the menu (wondering if she needs a “helper”
with that!)
Saturday Morning breakfast meeting at Old Country Store; Chaired by Karen
Foster Wilson and Mary Jane Coughlin Warmath. – Time remains the same.
We were reminded that the meeting room only seats 115. The $2.50 covers
coffee and juice; should anyone desire to order the breakfast buffet it would
be extra to be paid directly to the restaurant.
School Bus Tour of Jackson; Chaired by Kaye Hutton Patrick – Departure
time was left at 11:00; time for return remains near 1:00. We will attempt to
accommodate those who will be participating in the joint reunion events
occurring this same weekend, but we do not want to rush people on the bus
tour. Kaye suggested getting Herbert Alexander to narrate the tour since he
did such a nice job at previous reunion.
Joint Reunion; Chair Phil Smith – There appears no change with this event
and it remains at 1:00-5:00 pm. We do not have a program for this event.
We are not sure there is a program for this event.
Saturday Evening Drinks/Dinner/Dance at Jackson Country Club; Chaired by
Carol Warmbrod Avens and Ann McMillan Harms – It was discussed moving
time up to 5:30 with dinner served at 7:00. It was discussed when to have
the picture made (consensus was 6:30) and where, with most in agreement
that the front steps probably works best, someone is checking on a banner.
Most of the decorations are together and ready. It was discussed having

lighted votives for our classmates who have passed. Linda Lovett Zent has
assumed responsibility for the Registration packets. Marion Harvey Carroll
assumed responsibility for name tags. There will be name tags for both
Friday and Saturday nights. It was suggested everyone turn theirs in at the
end of the evening Friday to make sure everyone was properly identified
Saturday evening.
Accommodations for out of town classmates – No change regarding the
blocks of rooms held by Doubletree, Jameson Inn and Comfort Suites.
However we were reminded that these rooms will only be held until May 1.
With the joint Reunion and other events it is expected to be a busy
weekend.
After a lovely lunch and much socializing, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Sybil Rush Bailey
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